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Symbol of the city

The coat of arms has a white shield, an oak tree (with 

brown trunk and green leaves), over waves symbolizing 

the Jeziorka River, on which the city lies.

The colours of the municipality come from its coat of 

arms: green, white and blue, arranged in horizontal, 

parallel stripes



A bit of a history

Konstancin-Jeziorna in present shape was established in 1969 as a result of a merger of Skolimów-Konstancin,

Jeziorna town and several villages (Klarysew, Bielawa etc). In the early days it was a summer resort, many 

artists, politicians and famous people used to come here.

Skolimów – first references go back to the beginning of the 15th century. In the 17th century the 

village was taken over by the Oborski family, owners of the nearby Obory village.

Jeziorna – already existed in the Middle Ages.

Konstancin – officially established in 1897, as a part separated from the property of Oborski family. This 

name was given to the newly created summer resort by Count Witold Skórzewski, the owner of the land 

and comes from an earlier existing grange called Konstancya.  

Cieciszew - the oldest village in the area, existing already in the 13th century.



Health resort

Konstancin-Jeziorna is the only health resort located directly near Warsaw. 

In Konstancin-Jeziorna there are deposits of healing waters, which is one of the 

biggest advantages of the town. 

There are also thermal springs, from which mineral waters are extracted. 

They are used, among others, in the brine graduation tower, which was opened 

in Konstancin in 1979. 

The area has a specific microclimate, which 

is influenced by the surrounding pine forests.



Monuments of Konstancin-Jeziorna

The hudge number of monuments in various architectural styles is one of the reason to visite this city.

Some of them: 

Stara Papiernia – nowadays

shopping center

Villa la Fleur – art museum, 

property of a private owner
Hugonówka – now a club, cafe, 

place for exhibitions and 

performances



Our fauna – isn’t it fabulous?

muskarat/piżmak

kingfisher/zimorodek

daddy/biegus

merganser/nurogęś cormorant/kormoran heron/czapla



And that would be it. Thank you.


